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Statement on Article 1 of the Chargesheet viz. Repeated Violation of Statutory 
Provisions and Obligations 

 

Dear Members of the Jury: 

I thank you for agreeing to be part of the jury in this public hearing on the transgressions 
of the Vice Chancellor. However, I must admit that I am standing before you with a great 
deal of personal hesitation and anguish. 

When I joined this university after two decades of teacher activism, I resolved to withdraw 
from active participation, and felt that JNU’s democratic checks and balances were good 
enough. I never thought there would be such a concerted attack by any VC on the 
character of this premier institution, given its contribution to higher education and national 
development, and that I would therefore agree to present a charge sheet on the VC on 
behalf of JNUTA only a few months before my retirement. 

Prof. Jayati Ghosh and I are representing the JNUTA today regarding Article 1 of its 
charge sheet which deals with "Repeated Violation of Statutory Provisions and 
Obligations". I would like to clarify that "Statute" is being interpreted here in a broad sense 
i.e. the broad statutory framework within which the university operates, which therefore 
covers the University’s Constitutional obligations, Act, Statutes, Ordinances and Rules 
and Regulations, and not in a narrow sense only the "University Statutes". 

This article in the charge sheet then draws attention to repeated violations in respect of 
the functioning of the two main decision-making bodies viz. the Academic Council and 
the EC with respect to certain key decisions. 

What I would like to do is begin by drawing attention to JNU’s specific character, as it has 
developed over 50 years, in which generations of scholars and administrators have 
sought to build higher education quality through inclusive and democratic practices.  

This has involved an interaction of three types of factors:  

(a) The legal framework, comprising the JNU Act, Statutes, Ordinances and Rules, 
which are much sparser than many other universities; 

(b)  The underpinning of this framework by general norms of functioning which are 
again common with other institutions, as well as very significant institutional norms 
which have given JNU is distinctive character of democratic and decentralised 
functioning, creating the widest possible space for all stakeholders and actualising 
the potential for its development; (As in any devolved scheme, our Centres and 
Schools meet regularly, in most cases every week,  take all decisions within their 
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ambit, and send their considered views to the higher bodies. Yet the powers of the 
Centres are recognized by convention and not Statutes). 

(c) The third layer is the democratic functioning of all bodies and institutions, 
democratic debate, and democratic and peaceful dissent – all of which have been 
critical to JNU's development. 

It is not surprising that the attack on JNU’s framework has come on all these three inter-
related fronts through: (a) blatant violation of the legal edifice: (b) violation of basic 
administrative and academic norms; (c) suppression of democratic norms in all the 
spheres mentioned above. 

I will first give major instances of violations of the Statutory framework, which will be 
elaborated upon by Prof. Ghosh today, and through subsequent charges on other days. 

 

Major Violations of Acts / University Act / Statute / Ordinances / Rules 

 
1. Violation of Central Educational Institutions (Reservation In Admission) Act, 

2006 and UGC Regulation University Grants Commission (Minimum 
Standards and Procedure for Award of M.PHIL./PH.D Degrees) Regulations, 
2016 

The Central Educational Institutions (Reservation In Admission) Act, 2006 
mandated reservation for OBC students in Central Educational Institutions. The 
government of India decided to increase the intake in all teaching programmes 
by 54 percent so that admission numbers in the general category were not 
affected. The Act was upheld by the Supreme Court. Consequently, Central 
institutions increased intake by 54 percent from 2007 through 2009. Clause 5 of 
this Act says that the number of seats has to be fixed upon the date of coming 
into force of the Act, and cannot be reduced thereafter unless the revised intake 
is approved by Parliament. 

The JNU staff and academic faculty willingly bore this higher work burden in the 
interest of higher social inclusion. 

The UGC Regulation 2016 also has an over-riding clause vide Clause 5.2.3 which 
says that the University’s admission procedure shall “adhere to the National/State-
level reservation policy, as applicable.” 

Nevertheless, the present VC and administration reduced intake in the MPhil/PhD 
course in 2016-17 from 970 (2009) /1086  seats (2017-18 proposed intake) to only 
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102, supposedly because of the UGC Regulation 2016. Most Centres in which the 
M.Phil Course is the main instructional Course had no courses to run. The 
permitted intake in the programme in 2018-19 also will be significantly lower than 
before at 389 seats. 

 
2. Violation of the Statutory Powers of the Academic Council 

Section 13 of the University Act lays down the powers of the Academic Council, 
which are then elaborated in the Statutes and Ordinances. 

13. (1) The Academic Council shall be the academic body of the University, and 
its constitution and the terms of office of its members, other than ex-officio 
members, shall be prescribed by the Statutes. 

(2) The Academic Council shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, the Statutes 
and the Ordinances, have the control and general regulation, and be responsible 
for the maintenance of standards of instruction, education and examination within 
the University, and shall exercise such other powers and perform such other duties 
as may be conferred or imposed upon it by the Statutes. 

Nevertheless, the VC has contrived to changing the pattern of entrance 
examination, eligibility criteria for reserved category students, and intake without 
due approval. 
 
New streams of instruction (Engineering, Management) and new Special Centres 
have been introduced without deliberation and approval, the former clearly an 
attempt to change JNU’s character as a research university 
 
The manner in which this has been done will be dealt with by Prof. Ghosh. 
 

3. Regulation and Statute governing nomination of Experts to Selection 
Committees for Faculty Positions.  

• Clause 5 of UGC Regulation lays down that the selection committees will 
include “Three experts in the concerned subject/field nominated by the 
Vice Chancellor, out of the panel of names approved by the relevant 
Statutory Body of the university concerned”.  

• This provision has been incorporated in JNU Statutes vide Statute 27(2) of 
the Second Schedule of the JNU Act which specifies the composition of 
Selection Committees for faculty appointments, and prescribes a well 
defined process for nomination of experts to the said Selection Committees.  
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• The Vice Chancellor has no powers to nominate experts on his own. But as 
this public hearing will reveal, the Statutory procedures have been seriously 
tampered with to make appointments. 

 
4. Completely Arbitrary Implementation of Ordinances, Rules and Regulation 

The VC has been deciding from time to time which ordinances, rules, and 
Regulations he will implement, or not implement, and with respect to whom. 
Reasons are rarely communicated and almost never recorded. Violations relate to 
disciplinary and enquiry procedures, admission rules, appointment of teachers, 
both under CAS and Cadre, appointment of wardens as well termination of their 
appointment, reemployment of teachers, extension of teachers’ services till end of 
the academic semester and so on. 

 

 

Transgressions of Democratic Functioning 

As I had pointed out before, in order to increase the sphere of arbitrary and authoritarian 
functioning, the Vice Chancellor has systematically moved to close all doors on dialogue, 
democratic debate, dissent, and well established and institutionalized democratic 
practices. Again, Prof. Ghosh will elaborate on how institutionalized democratic practices 
have been violated in the running of the Academic and Executive Council and this Charge 
sheet will elaborate on his authoritarianism on a later date. 

But I want to point out that the fact he was not amenable to any dialogue gives his game 
away and indicates a pre-meditated strategy. 

I will first give a personal example. In November 2016, in the run up to the University 
Academic Council meeting in December 2016, several senior teachers, including myself, 
wrote to the VC seeking a meeting with him. We thought we could prepare the basis of a 
dialogue between him and teachers. We did not even receive a reply. 

The Vice Chancellor has not had a single meeting with JNUTA during their current term. 
The normal convention of inviting JNUTA and JNUSU officials for tea after their respective 
elections has been given short shrift. 

The VC and his team are under no obligation to reply to any letters by JNUTA or individual 
teachers, except that they can meet him singly, in his Darbar. 
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It is now the new normal for students’ peaceful protests against arbitrary decisions to 
attract penalties. 

What is worse, that the same treatment is being meted out to students and teachers 
performing their statutory responsibilities within statutory bodies so much so that Prof. 
Surajit Mazumdar, an elected member of the EC has been cautioned by the Committee 
for expressing dissent. What is worse, decisions regarding this are quite often not taken 
by the Chairman during the course of the meetings but through an ex parte disciplinary 
process, which is unheard of. 

Thus, Student Union Officials who are members of the Academic Council were barred 
from it by decisions communicated by the Registrar. Prof. Nivedita’s Menon 
chairpersonship has been terminated and she has been debarred from holding Statutory 
positions, without giving any grounds, ostensibly because of her conduct in statutory 
meetings..  

 

Members of the Jury, in my association with several scores of institutions over the past 
several decades, I know of no other example, where the head of the institution has 
spearheaded the attack on its very character, vibrancy and growth in such a fashion.   

 

Thank you. 


